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UPON THE FOUETH ORDEE PEETUEBATIONS IN THE
MOTIONS OF SATELLITES IIL AND IV. OF JUPITEE.

By E. T. A. Innes, F.E.A.S., F.R.S.S.Af.

(Eead March 15, 191L)

In addition to the well-known relations amongst the mean-motions of

the three inner great satellites of Jupiter, there is the approximate

relation

—

77^^-37^,3 = 0°•0448

between the mean-motions of III. and IV., which gives rise to inequalities

of the fourth order of the eccentricities. These inequalities are largely

increased by the motions of the lines of apsides which are of the same

order of magnitude as In^ - ^n.. The period of the largest coefficient is

about twenty-seven years.

In the Bulletin Astronomique, vol. ix., de Haerdtl called attention to

these inequalities, and computed their effect so far as the longitude of III.

is affected. M. E. de Haerdtl combines all the terms into one, viz.

—

3/3 = + 6"-49S(7/4 - 3/3 + 114°-8),

[See postscript on notation at end of paper]

in which the suffix
3

applies to Satellite III. and ^ to IV. This combina-

tion of the various terms into one is, however, illegitimate, because of the

rapid motions of the apsides.

In his new tables of the great satellites Professor Sampson states that

he has included every inequality which he found amounted to 1", but

none of the above-mentioned inequalities is shown, so that it would appear

from Professor Sampson's calculations that they are all under 1". I have

therefore made a new calculation, of which the details are presented.

The inequalities in question are given in seconds of arc by the

following equations :

—
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The values of the P*^ required are as follows :

—

+ 384 P4.0 = [ 9681 + 3736D + 5570^ + + DJ by,,

- 96 r3,i ^ [10452 + 4067 +602 +40 + ] &6,i

+ 64 P^.^ =: [11175 + 4408 +649 +42 + ] 65,1

- 96 P^.^ = [11768 + 4751 +698 +44 + ] h^,,

+ 384 P°.4 = [12085 + 5088 + 749 +46 + ] h^,.

The values of D^,b,. , have been calculated with iva = 9-7547600-10, and

the formulae given in the Monthly Notices of the Boyal Astronomical

Society, vols. Ixix., No. 8, and Ixx., No. 2, and are as follows :

—

r.

0 2-1998233 0-4997520 1-528063 6-214157 34-36292
1 0-6558006 0-8790111 1-808692 6-433653 34-83472
2 0-2842813 0-6768853 1-919493 7-176498 37-23956
3 0-1358364 0-4622008 1-728920 7-528608 40-49590
4 0-0679279 0-2999804 1-405845 7-228600 42-54063
5 0-0348807 0-1892447 1-069453 6-426559 42-23997

6 0-0182250 0-1172292 0-776788 5-374925 39-58104

7 0-0096402 0 0710994 0-545466 4-284580 35-20792

A general checking equation will be found in M.N.E.A.S., vol. Ixx.,

No. 2, p. 195, line 4 from foot. If therein we put m= 3, n ^ 1, and i 7

we easily obtain

—

D3(D + 7)5,,, «(D + 1)3(D + 7)5,,

;

or

—

(D, + 703)5,, = «(D, + IOD3 + 24D, + 22D, + 7Do)56,x,

whence

—

65-19998 = 65-19991.

Again, in the same general equation, put i =- —6 ; then after expansion

—

(D, - 6D,)b,^, = «(D, - 3D3 - 15D, - 17D, - 6Do)5,„

whence

—

7-33149 = 7-33157.

These two checks are more than sufficiently correct for our present

purpose.

In calculating the above quantities, some of the numbers involved

were found to be as follows :

—

L I'r =9-6790830-10

L =9-9801637-10

L p, =9-9686574-10

L 5,,, =^0-3423874

L 5,,', = 7-9840858-10

1 See MN,
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The above yield

—

iy P^>°- 0-351701

ly P3 ' = l-160576?i

2, p-v = 1.542166

L P''^ = l-569966?i

L P°^- 1-169637

If these figures are coropared with de Haerdtl's {Bull. Astr., ix., p. 215)

a grave discordance will be found in the last, but de Haerdtl's figures can

be reproduced if, in his formula, we replace b2hf, which is correct, by

520^^3)^ which is erroneous.

Wealso have

—

L riL^ = 5-90244-10 (Sampson)

L 111^= 5-65360-10 (Sampson)

Le, = 7-18070-10 (de Sitter)-

Le, = 7-87017-10 (de Sitter)

L n, = 1-7017203

L ^ 1-3338724

a;3 =+0°-0069513

=+0°-0018975
from which we get

—

L 9^ii—ip"- 5-08047

L 21 ^^^-^^^^0'^ = 5-20683
1+w;

i. (77^,-37^3— Oa>,—40.3) -8-23104-10

L (77^4— 3/^3— Iw^—Su^g) =8-34394-10

L (772,— 3^3—20.4— 20.3) = 8-43346-10

L (7w,— 37^3—3d>,— ld>3) = 8-50765-10

L {ln—^n—^u}~OQ^) = 8-57099-10

With these numbers we have finally :

—

Argument.

S(7V —3^3—Ow,- -4^3) + 0"-00 -0"-01

S(7Z,- —3/3 —l(jt»,- -3^3) -0-09 + 0-12

S(7V 3/3 2tL),- -2-3) + 0-72 -0-96

8(7/4- —3L—3w,- -1-3) -2-67 + 3-57

S(7/,- -3/3—40;,- -00.3) + 3-88 -5-19

It should be remembered that the mean values of e^ and e,, and the

mean values of the motions of the apsides have been employed, so that

the perturbations shown are mean values. Thus as e^ is variable to the

* See Kon. Akad. v. WetenHcliappen te Amsterdam, April 24, 1908.
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extent of about 40 per cent, of its mean value, the figures in the 4th line

(2"'67 and 3"'57) are very nearly similarly variable.

It will be seen that several of these inequalities exceed Professor

Sampson's limit.

Transvaal Observatory.

November 21, 1910.

P.S. —In this paper an attempt to use a logical mathematical notation

has been introduced. Its chief point is that capital letters are reserved

for functional symbols or operators and lower-case letters for symbols of

quantity. The translation is exceedingly simple, viz. :

—

New Notation. Old Notation.

S

L
L

sm
log to base 10, or log^^

log to natural base, or log^

D
d

da

D
da

n
radian in seconds of arc9

The D (clarendon type), although easy and conspicuous in print, is

difficult to write ; it might be written D, a note being added in MS. for

print that D is to be printed in clarendon type.


